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Abstract
The widespread use of various devices in the diagnosis or treatment of critically ill neurological patients has led to the more frequent appearance
of a new group of meningitis and ventriculitis caused by resistant Gram‑negative bacteria or staphylococci. In literature, it has been labeled as
health care‑associated meningitis and ventriculitis. In our clinical practice (in resource‑limited countries), we still have any viable experience
neither in the application of these diagnostic and therapeutic tools nor in the handling of complications resulting from their use. However, we
have had positive results with the help of the existing guidelines and advice from colleagues in the region (through a video consultation model)
while also respecting other factors that reflect our work environment.
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Introduction
The frequently increased use of invasive methods in the
treatment of critically ill neurological patients has led to the
emergence of a new group of meningitis and ventriculitis,
which in the literature has been labeled as nasocomial
since they are caused by resistant gram negative bacteria
or staphylococci. Due to the mechanism by which they
are occurring (placement of one of the devices into the
central nervous system - ventriculoperitoneal shunt,
external ventricular drain (EVD), intrathecal drug delivery,
brain stimulation devices, neurosurgical intervention) it is
recommended that they be labeled as healthcare-associated
meningitis and ventriculitis. Due to the lack of randomized
clinical studies relevant to this topic, valid recommendations
are based on the in vitro sensitivity of certain agents to
antibiotics, the pharmacodynamic characteristics of particular
antibiotics, and the opinion of an expert.

Case Report

and ventriculitis after the resumption of external ventricular
drain (EVD). A 34‑year‑old, psychosis‑treated woman with
a history of poorly controlled arterial hypertension was
admitted with an intracerebral hemorrhage located along the
frontal horn of the lateral cerebral chamber with a penetration
of blood into the brain chamber system and consequent
hydrocephalus for which she was promptly fitted with an EVD.
We did not go with intraventricular thrombolysis because of
the inability to perform a reliable diagnostic test to exclude
arteriovenous malformation, and the drainage of the liquor
was satisfactory in the 1st day without any signs of infectious
syndrome in the patient and with the tendency of recovery of
the neurological status. The drain was functioning well for
13 days, and then there was a deterioration in the neurological
status of the patient (progression of the disturbance of
state of consciousness), a development of febrility, where
the drain becomes dysfunctional, and the liquor analysis
demonstrated proteinorachy and pleocytosis with the
dominance of polymorphonuclears, and we have a positive
microbiological isolate from the liquor (Acinetobacter

The application of guidelines with a combination of other
facts distinguished in developing countries (also in ours) is
well illustrated by the case of a patient treated in the Medical
Intensive Care Unit of the University Clinical Center of the
Republic of Srpska due to health care‑associated meningitis
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baumannii – multidrug resistant), which is only sensitive to
colistin and rifampicin. The active drain was immediately
extracted, a new one was placed, and we administered colistin
intrathecaly and intravenously and rifampicin and continued
the vancomycin therapy according to an earlier hemoculture
isolate. After 2 days, the patient spontaneously (accidentally)
pulled the drain out, and the radiological control showed
no deterioration of the hydrocephalus although the signs
of inflammation were still maintained (proteinorachy and
pleocytosis in the lumbar punctate). In addition, the
conservative measures of management of increased
intracranial pressure and antibiotic therapy were applied
according to the scheme: colistin intravenous, meronem in
continued infusion over 3 h in high doses (Infectious Diseases
Society of America [IDSA] 2017 guideline), rifampicin, and
vancomycin. After 14 days, antibiotics were excluded during
the normalization of laboratory parameters and without signs
of infection. Furthermore, after 14 days of repeated lumbar
punctures – the findings were satisfactory, the neurosurgeon
stated that there was no contraindication for the implantation
of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) shunt, and the same one was
fitted. Three weeks after the neurosurgical intervention of
the CSF shunt placement, an endocranial control computed
tomography scanner was performed, which was satisfactory.
After that, physical rehabilitation of stationary type was
carried out.

Discussion
The frequently increased use of invasive methods in the
treatment of critically ill neurological patients has led to the
emergence of a new group of meningitis and ventriculitis,
which in the literature has been labeled as nosocomial
since they are caused by resistant Gram‑negative bacteria
or staphylococci. Due to the mechanism by which they
are occurring (placement of one of the devices into the
central nervous system (CNS)‑ventriculoperitoneal shunt,
EVD, intrathecal drug delivery, brain stimulation devices,
and neurosurgical intervention), it is recommended that
these are labeled as health care‑associated meningitis and
ventriculitis.[1] Due to the lack of randomized clinical studies
relevant to this topic, valid recommendations are based on
the in vitro sensitivity of certain agents to antibiotics, the
pharmacodynamic characteristics of particular antibiotics, and
the opinion of an expert.[1,2]
Most of the studies conducted while monitoring the incidence
of CSF infections showed their occurrence in 5%–15% of
the cases.[3‑6] Confirmation of the infection occurs mainly
during the 1st month after the placement of the device.[5‑10]
The reported incidence of infection in patients with EVDs
has ranged from 0 to 22. Factors associated with the increased
risk of EVD‑associated infections include intraventricular
hemorrhage, subarachnoid hemorrhage, cranial fracture with
CSF leak craniotomy, ventriculostomy catheter irrigation, and
duration of catheterization. It is clear that a greater duration
of EVD is associated with an increased risk of infection.[1,6]

Till now, there are no randomized trials addressing the optimal
treatment of CSF shunt infections. The management of CSF
shunt infections should include the removal of the device,
external drainage, parenteral antibiotics, and shunt replacement
once the CSF is sterile.[1] Intraventricular antibiotics are
often useful.[1] In 2017, the IDSA published guidelines for
the management of health care‑associated ventriculitis and
meningitis.
If there is any doubt or confirmation of infection in any CNS
device, it should be removed immediately.[1] Regarding the
return of the device, there are opinions that this should be done
when we are sure that there is no infection and that, until then,
the external drain is placed, if necessary.
In antibiotic treatment, it is advised to adapt empirical treatment
to the local microbiological map (in vitro susceptibility
of antibiotics) if there is no positive isolate and an antibiogram.
In empirical treatment for health care‑associated meningitis
and ventriculitis, it is advised to introduce vancomycin
with antipseudomonal beta‑lactam (cefepime, ceftazidime,
or meropenem). If possible, it is important to monitor the
concentration of vancomycin in the blood. If hypersensitivity
to beta‑lactam or meropenem is suspected, it is suggested to
introduce ciprofloxacin or aztreonam. If there is an isolate, then
the therapy should be conducted in accordance with a culture
and antibiogram. Colistin or polymyxin B (intravenous and
intraventricular) is recommended in resistant Acinetobacter
strains on meronem and to include a prolonged infusion of
meropenem (each dose in a prolonged infusion of 3 h).
We administer antibiotics intraventriculary as an adjunct
therapy to intravenous one. Intraventricular antibiotics may be
useful in the following settings: failure of parenteral therapy to
sterilize the CSF, other evidence that the patient is responding
poorly to systemic antibiotics, the presence of highly resistant
organisms susceptible only to antibiotics with poor CSF
penetration, and circumstances in which shunt devices cannot
be removed.
If the therapy is given intraventricularly, it is recommended
that the EVD be closed for 15–60 min while therapy is being
administered. There is controversy about the dosing of this type
of drug and this should be based on the concentration of the drug
in the CSF, the size of the chamber system, and the daily loss in
the drain. The duration of therapy, in most available sources, is
recommended to be 14–21 days and in cases of repeated isolates
in cultures, at least 10–14 days after a negative culture of the
liquor. During this time, antibiotic therapy continues.
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